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Abstract: Nerve growth factor (NGF) is critical for the survival and maintenance of sympathetic and

sensory neurons. NGF regulates neuronal development via its specific receptors on the target organs. It

has been demonstrated that certain pathological factors stimulate NGF receptor expression and release the

extra cellular region of the receptors (NGF-Tr) to biological fluids. In the present study NGF-Tr was

determined in urine of patients suffering from congestive heart failure (CHF).The urine samples were

collected from hospitalized patients with CHF (n=27) and healthy volunteer subjects (n=27) and the

concentrations of NGF-Tr in the urine samples were measured by an indirect quenching

fluoroimmunoassay (FIA), employing an anti- fluorecscein serum and fluorescein-labeled NGF. The mean

levels of NGF-Tr in the urine samples of healthy control subjects and the patients with CHF, were 176

(SD=18) and 498 (SD=84) ng/mg creatinine respectively. The patients NGF-Tr level was nearly 3 folds

greater than that recorded for the healthy control individuals (P<0.05). Similarly, the mean concentration

of treponin 1 in the patients serum was significantly higher than the level in control serum. This is

consisted with the suggestion that NGF modulates synaptic transmission between sympathetic neurons and

cardiac myocytes. 
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INTRODUCTION

Nerve growth factor (NGF) is one of  neurotropin,

that promote the survival,  development and

maintenance of sensory and sympathetic neurons in

the certain neuronal populations in peripheral  and

central nervous systems . The specific biological[1-5]

functions of NGF actions are modulated via the

specific NGF receptors of the target cells. Several lines

of evidence indicated that NGF receptors expression is

down regulated to a trace detectable level during the

post-maturation phase, but pathological factors stimulate

the NGF receptors synthesis, and release the extra

cellular parts of the receptors as truncated soluble

forms (NGF-Tr) to biological fluids . In vitro studies[6-8]

on cultured mouse astroglial cells demonstrated that

target-organ responses to  sympathetic nervous 

stimulation are related to the synaptic concentration of 

two neurotransmitters; norepinephrine (NE) and NGF.

In vitro studies demonstrated that NE regulates

synthesis and secretion of NGF in cultured mouse

astroglial cells . Moreover, in congestive heart failure[9]

(CHF), NGF levels in the heart decrease as plasma NE

levels rise; concomitantly . Although the adverse[10]

pathophysiological effects of cardiac sympathetic over 

activity in CHF are increasingly recognized , little [10 ,11]

is known about the process by which sympathetic

neurons form synaptic activity between these neurons

and the specific NGF receptors of the cardiac

myocytes. Because CHF is structurally characterized by

cellular degeneration of myocardial cell, and the

cardiac muscle isoform of troponin I is known to  

expressed in the adult human myocardium, and an 

increase in its circulating levels is highly indicative of 

myocardial injury , the present study was[1 2 ,1 3 ]

undertaken to determine the serum cardiac troponin I

and NGF-Tr in urine of patients with CHF.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals: Nerve-growth factor (purified 75 NGF),

fluorescein isothiocyante isomer 1 (FITC), acryl amide,

bis-acrylamide, DEAE-cellulose, CM-cellulose, Tween

80, Freund's adjuvant (complete and incomplete),

Sephadex G-25, G-100, G-200 fine grade were

purchased from Sigma (Poole, Dorset, UK). ELISA

diagnostic kit for determination of troponin 1

(Labmaster, Turku, Finland). Unless stated otherwise,

all reagents were of the highest grade and made up in

double glass-distilled water.
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Patients and Samples: Twenty seven CHF patients,
clinically diagnosed based on the criteria of the
European Society of Cardiology . All patients[14]

u n d e r w e n t  c a r d i o lo g i c  e v a lu a t io n ,  s ta n d a r d
electrocardiography, two-dimensional echocardiography,
and venous blood sampling on the same day They have
conventional therapies for CHF consisted of digoxin,
diuretics, and AChE inhibitors, with the median 

duration of symptoms exceeded 6 months in all of 

them. Twenty seven healthy voluntaries with no clinical 

or echocardiographic evidence for cardiac disease were 

included as control population. Age (37-66 year) and
sex   were matched. The first morning blood and urine
samples were collected and serum cardiac troponin I
and urine NGF-Tr were assayed in the same day. 

ELISA Determination of Troponin I: Enzyme linked
immunosornent assay diagnostic kit (Labmaster, Turku,
Finland)  was used to measure  troponin I in the
collected serum samples.  Briefly, the solid phase of
the assay was microplate wells per-coated with the 

anti–cardiac troponin I. Serum specimens were
incubated for 60 min at room temperature to bind to
anti-troponin I antibody-coated wells. After washes of
any unbound serum constituents, bound troponin I was
detected using anti-troponin I conjugated horseradish
peroxidase. After   15 min a blue color developed in
troponin I-positive wells. Addition of stop reagent to
the wells gave a yellow color and the optical densities
of standards and samples were measured using a
microplate reader.  The generated color was directly 

proportional to the concentration of cardiac troponin I 

available in the sample. All samples were run in 

quadruplicate, and the average value is reported

Fluorescein-Labeled NGF (FNGF): Preparation of
FNGF was carried out by the method of Nargessi et
al . Equal volumes of FITC solution (1 mg/ml) and[1 5 ]

purified NGF solution (about 0.25 mg protein/ml) were
mixed and stirred overnight at 4 °C. A  Sephadex G-25
column (1.2×20 cm) was then loaded by the reaction
mixture. The entire labeled NGF was identified by its
fluorescence under the UV light in a dark room and
was separated from unconjugated FITC and stored at -
20 C.

Fluorescence was measured using a Parkin-Elmer
(Norwalk, CT) LSE spectrophotometer-fluorimeter with
the excitation wavelength of 495 nm and an emission
wavelength of 540 nm. In all experiments, a correction
was made for the background signal contributed by the
reactions other than that of FNGF. Results were
expressed relative to an arbitrary scale of fluorescence
intensity.

Antifluorescein Antibody: Four male albino rabbits
(1.5-1.7 kg) were immunized with F-NGF as
recommended by London and Moffat . For[1 6 ]

determination of antibody doubling dilution of
antifluorescein, serum were made in the Tris-HCl
buffer (pH 7.4). 100 m l of FNGF solution (2.5 m g
protein) was added to 100 ml of each dilution and
mixed. After 15 mins of incubation at room
temperature, the volume was increased up to 2 ml by
addition of the buffer. The fluorescence intensity of the
assay mixture was determined as described above, and
anti-fluorescein titer was measured by its ability to
quench   FNGF.

Determination of Urinary NGF-Tr by FRA: 100 Ml
of FNGF solution was added to triplicate tubes
containing 200 Ml of urine sample. After 5 mins of
incubation at room temperature, 100 Ml of a 1:10
diluted anti-fluorescein serum in saline was added, and
after another 15 mins incubation period at room
temperature, the volume was increased up to 2 ml by
addition of Tris buffer. Fluorescence intensities of the
mixture were determined and NGF-Tr was measured by
ability of the receptor to inhibit anti-fluorescein
antibody to bind the labeled NGF. The amount of
NGF-Tr is expressed as ng/ml of FNGF which
remained fluorescent. All samples were run in 

quadruplicate, and the average value is reported. The
reproducibility and specificity of the assay and it's
preliminary clinical application  have been evaluated
(e.g. 15).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results: The results of interactions among FNGF,
rabbit anti-fluorescein serum and urinary NGF-Tr are
summarized in Table 1. Addition of the anti-fluorescein
serum (1:100 dilution) with or  without  healthy  urine
sample  caused a  marked  decrease in fluorescence
of  FNGF from 86 to 26 and 29 units respectively.
Whereas addition of rabbit controls serum (1:100
dilution) or healthy urine sample (200 Ml) in buffer
(final volume 2ml) did not change the fluorescence
intensity significantly. Conversely, the addition of
patient's urine (200 Ml) to the mixture of FNGF and
anti-fluorescein serum resulted in enhancement of the
fluorescein to about unit of FNGF in buffer. The
results indicate that the binding of fluorescein residues
by anti-fluorescein serum was found to cause efficient
quenching of fluorescein, whereas the enhancement of
the fluorescence in the presence of NGF-Tr is best
explained in terms of inhibition of quenching of the
labeled NGF. It appears that when the NGF moiety
becomes interlocked with the combining site of the
NGF-Tr, because of strict hindrance selectivity, anti-
fluorescein can quench the free FNGF fraction, but not
the receptor-bound fraction. This is in good agreement
with reports of other investigators . This method was[14]

performed  to  determine NGF-Tr in urine of patients
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Table 1: Fluorescence of F-NGF in the presence of anti-fluorescein and NGF-Tr

Reagents added to F-NGF Fluorescence intensities

Buffer (2 ml) 86 (SD=3)      

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rabbit control serum (100M l, 1: 100) 83 (SD=1) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rabbit Anti-fulorescein (100M l, 1: 100) 26 (SD=2)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Patient urine sample (200 M l ) 91 (SD=5)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Healthy urine sample (200 M l) 89(SD=5)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Anti-fluorescein + Healthy urine sample 29 (SD=2)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Anti-fluorescein + Patient urine sample 87 (SD=3)

Fluorescein-labeled NGF (about 2.5 mg protein) was incubated with indicated reagent in a total volum e of 2 ml and after m in the fluorescence

intensities (arbitrary units) were measured as described in the M aterials and M ethods section. The results are mean with SD of 20 separate

determinations.

Table 2: Comparison of NGF-Tr levels in urine of patients with CHF and healthy individual 

Samples NGF-Tr; ng /mg creatinine ng/ ml Troponin I

Healthy 176 (SD=48) 0.48(SD=0.37)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Patient 498(SD=94), 113(SD=43)

NGF-Tr and troponin I were assayed by FRA and ELISA  in the urine  and serum sam ples from  patients with CHF and healthy individuals

respectively. The age and sex were matched. The results are mean with SD of 27 separate determinations.

with CHF (Table 2). The mean levels of NGF-Tr in

the urine samples of healthy control subjects and the

patients with CHF, were 176 (SD=18) and 498

(SD=84) ng/mg creatinine respectively. The patients

NGF-Tr level was nearly 3 folds greater than that

recorded for the healthy control subjects (p< 0.05).

Similarly the mean concentration of troponin I was

markedly higher in the serum of the patients (113

ng/100) as compared with that of the values found in

the  control subjects (0.18 ng/100).    

Discussion: The results obtained in this work showed

that the abnormal levels of NGF-Tr are present in the

urine of patients with CHF. The rise in NGF-Tr levels

may be reflected by the reduction of NGF in CHF. It

is suggested that NGF in the sympathetic nervous

system acts as a survival factor, supply in the limiting

quantities by target organs to regulate the final number

of neurons and density of innervations and increasing

catecholamine release in CHF is associated with a

decrease in NGF levels . Enormous studies indicated[9 ,10]

that under certain clinical circumstances, most notably

chronic CHF, activation of the sympathetic nervous 

system plays a key role in the pathophysiology of the 

disease process .  Therefore higher levels of NGF-Tr[9-11]

observed in the patients, may be interpreted as being

consistent with the up-regulation of NGF receptors in

the cardiac myocytes of the failing heart to represent

an adaptive response to the NE-mediated reduction of

NGF. On the other hand, there is evidence that

increased troponin1 in the patients is resulted by

sympathetic activation with increased cardiac release of

NE . Consistent with the previous reports high[12 ,13]

levels of troponon I in the serum of the patients with

CHF provided evidence for ongoing cellular

degradation of cardiomyocytes. The elevate levels of

NGF-Tr in urine together with the increased serum

troponon I  in the patients indicated that  concomitant

with myocardial injury, NGF and its specific receptors

may change during progression of CHF. These findings

account for the previous observations that pathological

factors express relatively high levels of NGF

receptors . [18 ,19]
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